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Abstract
The evolution of individual, large gas-phase xenon clusters, turned into a nanoplasma by a high power
infrared laser pulse, is tracked from femtoseconds up to nanoseconds after laser excitation via
coherent diffractive imaging, using ultra-short soft x-ray free electron laser pulses. A decline of
scattering signal at high detection angles with increasing time delay indicates a softening of the cluster
surface. Herewe demonstrate, for thefirst time a representative speckle pattern of a new stage of
cluster expansion for xenon clusters after a nanosecond irradiation. The analysis of themeasured
average speckle size and the envelope of the intensity distribution reveals amean cluster size and length
scale of internal density fluctuations. Themeasured diffraction patterns were reproduced by scattering
simulations which assumed that the cluster expandswith pronounced internal densityfluctuations
hundreds of picoseconds after excitation.

1. Introduction

Gas phase clusters are ideal systems to investigate the interaction between intensive light pulses andmatter and
in particular to follow the underlying processes of the formation and control of highly excited plasma states
[1, 2]. It is of fundamental interest to understand thosemany-particle dynamics [3–10] but it has also interesting
applications ranging from surgery [11] and controlledmaterial processing [12] over strategies for supressing
radiation damage in single-shot diffractive x-ray imaging of biomolecules [13–15] to the generation of neutron
pulses by the ignition of nuclear fusion in deuterium clusters [16]. Hence for example in time-resolved
measurements and calculations on clusters in intense IR pulses the significance of collective heating processes
was found [17–19], which are the underlying principle for the highly efficient energy absorption of clusters in
this wavelength regime [20].

With the advent of short-wavelength FELs, a new regime of intense light–matter interaction opened up, with
novel opportunities for achieving high spatial and temporal resolution. The new imagingmethod of
femtosecond coherent diffraction imaging emerged [21, 22]. For thefirst time it has become possible to image
isolated, non-crystalline, finite targets inflight [23–25], allowing to investigate nanoparticle geometries [26, 27]
and in particular ultrafast structural changes with high spatial and temporal resolution [25, 28]. Coherent
diffractive imaging on single clusters has opened new avenues, especially for intense lasermatter studies, because
the elastic light scattering directlymaps the electronic structure of the sample, i.e. the scattering response of the
transient electronic structure [25] and the evolving nanoplasma after pulsed laser excitation [29].
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The light induced dynamics—depending on the intensity of the light pulse—proceeds on several time scales.
For strong pulses, immediately after photon absorption electrons are emitted and the particle gets ionized
[4, 30]. Electron trapping by the deepening Coulombpotential [30], subsequent chargemigration from the
cluster surface towards its center, and the beginning of recombination take place on a femtosecond time scale
[31–33]. Ionmotionfinally leads to sample disintegration. Its characteristics strongly depend on the power
density. This process is usually completed after several picoseconds in small clusters [33–35]. For large cluster
sizes the highly charged plasma evolves in shell ablation and subsequent cluster core recombination [36–39].
Theoretical work [40] and initial experiments [29, 41] provide evidence that surface softening proceeds within
several hundred femtoseconds. The dynamics and the behavior of the remaining cold center part are however
unknown. Theory has severe problems tomodel the complex dynamics up to long timescales, since they are
challenging and extremely time consuming.

We performed single-shot single-cluster scattering experiments on individual large xenon clusters. By
removing the averaging over cluster size and laser intensity, via sorting the single-shot images in post-analysis,
the blurring of clear signatures is avoided [42–44]. In order to entirely follow the long-term expansion dynamics
of the cluster, imaging experiments were pushed up to the nanosecond time scale in a pump–probe setup. The
cluster expansion initiated by an ultrashort infrared (IR)pulse [45]was imagedwith a soft x-ray FEL pulse from
the FLASH facility atDESY [46].With thismethodwewere able to directly image two fundamentally different
stages of cluster evolution.

• Ona picosecond time scale, scattering patterns exhibit decreasing fringe signal at high scattering angles. This
indicates a softening of the cluster surface while the center part stays intact.

• After a nanosecond, speckle patterns reveal the survival of the cluster core. Image analysis points towards the
core remaining as diluting neutral particle with internal densitymodulation.

Diffraction patterns from these extreme evolution states give unprecedented access to an up-to-date unseen
phase of radiation-induced cluster dynamics.

2. Experiment

A schematic diagramof the experimental geometry is presented infigure 1. Extremely large individual xenon
clusters are produced in a pulsed supersonic expansion through a cooled conical nozzle (180 K, 200 μm
diameter, 4°half opening angle)with 10 bar backing pressure. Production of such large particles is
experimentally challenging and triggered the development of a new experimental approach for rare-gas cluster
generation [47]. The source setup and valve operation scheme are described previously [47]. For imaging in

Figure 1. Schematic diagramof the experimental geometry showing the collinearly incoupled laser beams intersecting the single-
cluster beam in the interaction region. An ion time-of-flight spectrometer records the ionized fragments. Scattered photons are
collectedwith a scattering detector comprising of amulti-channel plate (MCP) and a phosphor screen. The phosphor screen is imaged
with an out-of-vacuumCCD (not depicted here) via amirror under 45°. Some artefact like dead pixels and decreased detection
efficiencies appear in the recorded images which are described inmore detail in the supplementarymaterial. Diffraction patterns of
individual xenon clusters imaged by soft x-ray scattering reveal the particle size and shape.With the applied source setup awide size
rangewas producedwith themajority of clusters holding a size of 35 nm radius (a) but ranging up to extreme sizes (b)–(d), some even
larger than 700 nm in radius (d).
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single-particlemode the cluster beamwas heavily skimmed downuntil only one single particle was intercepted
with the light pulses in the interaction region [25, 26, 43].

The FLASH free-electron laser facility delivered soft x-ray pulses with 13.6 nmwavelength and about 100 fs
pulse length in single-bunchmode [46, 48].We used the focused branch of the FLASHbeamline, BL2, where the
FEL power density reached peak intensities of up to 4× 1014 W cm−2. Far-field scattering patterns were recorded
with the detector systemdescribed in [25] at a distance of 61.6 mmbehind the interaction region, recording
scattering angles up to 32°. The central part up to 4° is not detected due to a central hole in the detector setup,
preventing beamdamage. A gating schemewas applied to ensure that only photonswere detected (see
supplementarymaterial for details). To take the flatness of the detector into account, all images were intensity
correctedwith a factor of q -cos 3( ) [25]. From the single-pulse scattering patterns each cluster sizewas
individually determined by fringe spacing analysis [47]. The statistical nature of the growth process results in a
broad log-normal size distribution. Itsmaximum is identified at 35 nm radius. A representative pattern from a
cluster of this size is shown infigure 1(a).Most prominent but less abundant are patterns resulting fromvery
large clusters up to amicron in radius, shown infigures 1(b)–(d). Smaller particles are predominantly round in
shape reflected by circular scattering patterns. For largest particle sizes the fine interference fringes were not
resolvable with our detector setup. In linewith recent findings [47] they exhibit a rough surface since they freeze
out in non-spherical shapes during their growth by coagulation.

Imaging of nanoplasma evolutionwas establishedwith pump–probe technique. Synchronized to the FEL
pulses, 800 nmTi:Sapphire pulses of 80 fs duration [45]were collinearly coupled into the vacuumchamber via a
holeymirror (see figure 1). The IR pulses were vertically polarized and their focal power density was determined
to be about 1014 W cm−2. The IR pump-pulse focal area with a FWHMof 90 μmwas overlappedwith the 20 μm
soft x-ray probe pulse using an in-vacuummicroscope. Isochronous pulse arrival (‘time zero’)was established
with sub ps-resolution by tracing the ion yield of the transient Xe3+ charge state [49]with an ion time-of-flight
spectrometer. The relative timing jitter betweenTi:Sa and FEL pulse was about 0.4 ps, asmeasuredwith the
streak camera setup at FLASH [50]. In order to gain insight intomanifold steps of the nanoplasma evolution
upon IR excitation, the pumppulse arrival timewas scanned in awide range from0.5 ps up to 1.5 ns before
inception of the probe pulse, i.e. the instant of timewhen the particle was imaged.

Themethod of single-shot imaging requires a large amount of data to be collected in order to ensure
meaningful statistics. Despite opening newpossibilities it also demands novel filtering routines [51]. From the
evolution-initiating IR pulse only afluorescence is recorded and not a scattering pattern. Therefore, in the
pump–probe experiment the initial cluster size and exposed power density is not well defined.However, the
final state of the excited cluster, at probe time, is detected by the FEL pulse. A reliable filteringmethodwas
needed tomake patterns of different final states comparable, despitemissing knowledge of the initial state. A
very basic but effectivemethodwas tofilter scattering patterns with highest detector intensity. It was assumed
that these images resulted from the largest clusters, as they scatter significantly stronger than smaller ones.
Additionally we presume that the strong scattering intensity is an indication that the cluster was exposed to
maximal FEL power densities. There the higher number of impinging photons should result in a larger number
of scattered photons. Note that the current detector systemusedwas not a single photon counter detector and
that the photon signal was converted to electronic and optical signal before data storage [25]. Therefore no
absolute values can be given for the detector intensity. Nevertheless, sorting of relative diffraction pattern
intensitiesmakes a reliable filter as shown in earlier experiments [25].

3. Results

The analysis of laser induced nanoplasma evolution is divided in two phases to account for the different
expansion processes occurring during a nanosecond time interval. First the evolution of the outer cluster shell is
investigated (section 3.1) and subsequently thewhereabouts of the center part are examined in detail
(section 3.2).

3.1. Surface ablation
In this section the gradual change in scattering patterns with cluster evolution on a picosecond time scale is
analyzed. Figure 2 depicts snapshots of different individual xenon clusters recordedwithout pre-irradiation (a)
and at various delay times after sample excitationwith the IR pump pulse (b)–(e). Asmentioned above, the initial
cluster state upon IR laser excitation cannot be directly extracted from the recorded images. To eliminate the
influence of particle size and focal position, for each delay time, the scattering patternwith highest detector
intensity is chosen. It is assumed that these patterns result from the largest xenon clusters (700–1000 nm radius)
in the size distribution intercepted at the central FEL focus position. These large clusters grow by coagulation of
smaller particles and can freeze out in intermediate states resulting inmostly spherical particles with grainy
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substructure [47]. These hailstone-shaped particles lead to characteristic fringe patterns in the diffraction images
(figure 2(a)). At early delays (figure 2(b)) the fringe structure is visible over awide angle range, showing that
conjecturably the grainy substructure on the particle surface is still intact after 10 ps. Immediately visible from
comparison offigures 2(b)–(e) is the loss offine structure at higher scattering angles with proceeding delay.
From50 ps onwards (figure 2(c)) it gradually blurs and vanishes starting from the outer detector region towards
the center. At the same time a background signal arises with stronger contribution at high angles.

For a qualitative analysis of the particle evolution in time, the recorded scattering patterns depicted in
figure 2 are azimuthally integrated and their profiles are plotted infigure 3(a). Thefine interference rings cannot
be resolved due to the detector resolution; therefore the size of the clusters cannot be extracted.However the
cluster evolution can be extracted from the changing of the intensity envelopes.

With increasing delay time a background signal arises, especially at high scattering angles. Its origin is
unknownbutmight result from fluorescence and inelastic scattering. In the literature an increase in background
signal at high scattering angles due to inelastic scatteringwas predicted by theoreticalmodels [40]. A similar
appearance in photon intensity at large angles was reported in an earlier dynamic imaging experiment [52].

The key observation in the here presented patterns is that the envelope slopes of the scattering signal at small
angles get steeper with increased delay time, whichwe attribute to coherent diffraction signal from the evolving
cluster. This observation is also found in a recent experiment studying a different size regime of xenon clusters
[29] and is well explained by theoretical calculations on hydrogen clusters [40]. In bothworks the intensity
lowering of higher order fringemaxima in scattering patterns from a spherical cluster is attributed to surface
ablation.

We conducted comparative calculations following the theory in [40] to understand the correlation between
surface ablation and decrease of fringe intensity inmuchmore detail. They show that only a few percent of the
cluster need tomelt off to result in such a steepening of the radial profiles. Tofind a suitable choice for the
parameters in the calculation is not unambiguous since the initial radius of the cluster is unknown. The
following assumptionsweremade. Tomimic the cluster shapes at several time steps after IR irradiation, various
electron density distributions with increasingly softened surface and corresponding shrinking full-density core

Figure 2. Scattering patterns from xenon clusters imagedwith the soft x-ray pulsewithout pre-irradiation (a), and at several delay
times after the IR pulse excitation (b)–(e). Each pattern is themost intense out of all images recorded at the indicated delay time. This
selection is based on the assumption that sorting for intensity filters the largest and best hit particles and thus comparable initial
conditions. Exclusive probe pulse imaging (a) shows an intact particle with radius larger than 700 nm. In pump–probe configuration
(b)–(e)with increasing delay time the low frequency information is blurred revealing proceeding particle surface ablation. The bright
diffuse spot at around−20° on the left side of the scattering patterns is an artifact originating from reflections of the IR laser on the
out-of-vacuumCCDcamera (see supplementarymaterial for details).
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are calculated and displayed in the inset offigure 3(b). For the calculation of the electron density distribution an
analytic expression proposed byMicPIC theory for nanoplasmas in hydrodynamic expansion [40]was
employed:

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
=

+-
n r

n

exp 1
, 1

r r

ds

s
Core

Core( )
( ) ( )

where nCore is the core density, rCore the core radius, d the decay length of themelting surface, and s an additional
sharpness factor. In a simplified approach scattering profiles were simulated by 2D fast Fourier transforms
(FFTs) of the electron density distribution projected onto the scattering plane and presented infigure8 3(b). No
absolute photon intensities aremeasurable with this detector setup. Thus, to be able to compare theory and
experiment, scattering slopes are not directly compared, but a rather different approach is used: an intensity
thresholdwas set where the recorded scattering signalmerges with background noise, as indicated by the black
dashed lines infigure 3(b). The scattering angle, at which envelope and threshold level cross (indicated by red
dashed lines infigure 3(b)), was used as reference point tofind thematching density profiles. The slope of a
scattering envelope from a spherical object is independent on the particle size [53]. Therefore any arbitrary initial
radius is applicable to study the intensity envelope changes. As discussed above, the initial cluster size cannot be
extracted from the recorded images, but since profiles arefiltered on brightest image presumably resulting from
largest clusters in the beam, an initial radius of 1000 nmwas assumed.

Three electron density distributions with increasing surface ablation and, correspondingly, with the reduced
core-size were calculated (inset infigure 3(b)). Thereby the overall particle volumewas kept constant, e.g. the
integral under the outlinewas always kept the same.With increasing surfacemelt-off and decreasing core the
scattering profiles become steeper. From the profile simulated for the scattering pattern recorded 100 ps after IR
excitation (orange profile), it becomes evident that only aminor part of the core needs tomelt off before the
characteristic scattering fringes of large clusters are almost completely vanished. The absolute values in this
calculation are not viable but the simulation clearly show that in our setup the scattering patterns vanishmuch
faster than the clusters themselves.

Our findings confirm earlier studies performedwith ion spectroscopy on large argon clusters in IR light [36].
It showed that formoderate IR intensities (1014W cm−2) the cluster is skinnedwith the layer of certain thickness
depending on the laser power. A recent study on large xenon clusters in soft x-ray light indicates a similar
behavior [39]. A thin, highly charged cluster shell expands uponhydrodynamic pressure of the nanoplasma
electron cloud. The remaining core recombines to full neutrality [39] after electronsmigrate to the energetically
preferred cluster center [13]. Here we show that these disintegration dynamics of such large xenon clusters can

Figure 3. (a)Azimuthally integrated scattering pattern profiles reveal an increase in envelope steepness with delay time. Additionally
the scattered background level increases with delay time especially at high angles. (b) Inset: several cluster electron density
distributions for particles with increasingly softened surface. Calculated increasing shell ablation results in decreasing core radius
since the overall particle volume is kept constant. (b) Full image: profiles of 2DFFTs from the projected densities show the correlation
between shell ablation and scattering signal decrease at high scattering angles. Scattering fringes are plotted in gray and envelopes are
highlighted in color.With evolving surface softening the scattering envelope increases in steepness.

8
In this approximation absorption effects are neglected.
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be directly imaged. From the above simulationwe can estimate that after 100 ps a substantial part of the cluster
core can still be intact, even though the coherent scattering signal has already vanished towards small scattering
angles and is overlaying with background signal, especially at high detection angles. The further fate of the
recombined inner part of the cluster [39] however, is fully unknown. The disintegration of the central part of the
cluster is subject of the next section.

3.2. Core disintegration
3.2.1.Measured speckle patterns
Ona long timescale, from500 ps on, a novel kind of pattern shows up as presented infigure 4(a). These speckle
patterns from fragmenting xenon clusters were to our knowledge never detected before from atomic clusters but
aremainly known from imaging of colloid systems [28, 54, 55]. All three patterns exhibit a characteristic speckle
distributionwith distinct speckle size and intensity. As these images are low in overall scattering intensity
(compare withfigure 2(e)), they probably result from small clusters. Note that the cluster size distribution is
broadwith amaximumof 35 nm radius, as stated in the experimental section.

Figure 4(b) presents the azimuthally integrated intensities of the speckle patterns infigure 4(a). A change in
the slope of the intensity envelope is seen in the experimental scattering profiles around 20°.

A detailed analysis of the speckle pattern can provide information on the particle shape [56] and density [57].
In the case of dense spherical objects the analysis of the intensity profiles would give information of different
object properties. in full analogy, the ring spacing corresponds to the particle size, while the intensity envelope
depends on thematerials refractive index, which is coupled to the electron density [53]. In a similar way, the
mean size of speckles is inversely proportional to the average radius of the overall object [56, 58] and the slope of
a speckle distribution is correlatedwith the average characteristic length scale of the internal structurewhich
induces scattering [57].

Structural information from scattering patterns can in principle be gained by reconstructionwith phase
retrievalmethods [59]. However, for disintegrating targets this procedure is challenging, especially if important
information at small scattering angles ismissing due to the hole in the scattering detector. Recent experiments
demonstrated that reconstruction gets extremely difficult with increasing loss of detailed structure in the sample
[52]. Instead of phase retrievalmethodswe therefore performed simulationswhich can provide new insight into
themain characteristic of the sample disintegration.We start with a systematically analysis to understandmain
features of speckle patterns (section 3.2.2) and as a second step try tomodulatemeasured scattering patterns in a
simplifiedmodel (section 3.2.3).

Figure 4. (a)Characteristic speckle patterns, recorded upon soft x-ray irradiation of single clusters 1.5 ns after IR laser excitation. (b)
Corresponding azimuthally integrated scattering intensities show amodulation in the amplitude envelope with change of slope at
around 20°scattering angle and lower.
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3.2.2.Method: small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) simulations
We systematically computed scattering patterns frommodel clusters with SAXS simulations in numerical scalar
approach [60]. In afirst step, scattering from a sphere with amorphously distributed point-scatterers has been
investigated. In a second step, the cluster has been further divided into sub-spheres to account for internal
density fluctuations. By tuning the parameters of the overall cluster size, atomic distance, sub-sphere size, and
their spacing, the response on the scattering pattern are systematically studied and presented infigures 5 and 6.

Scattering from a ‘gas ball’, with in average equal atom spacing significantly smaller than the impinging laser
wavelength, results in ring patterns (figure 5(a)). The fringe spacing is inversely proportional to the overall
particle radiusRCluster, as evident fromFraunhofer diffraction. Please note that absolute scattering intensities
scale with the number of scatterers. For better visibility all simulated scattering patterns are normalized to their
respectivemaximum intensity and absolute values are not directly comparable.With increase in distance
between the point scatterersDAtom (from figures 5(a) to (b)) ring patterns break up and transform into speckles,
gradually evolving from large to small scattering angles. This is equivalent to the transition from a homogeneous
to an inhomogeneous sample, leading at the same time to an increase in surface roughness. Analogous to
interference rings fromdense objects the speckle size decreases with growing sphere size (see figure 5(b) top to
bottom). The average particle radius can be determined from themean speckle size by [56, 58]

l
p

=R
L

R
2Cluster

Speckle

·
·

( )

withλ the impingingwavelength, L the distance between detector and interaction region, andRSpeckle themean
speckle radius on the detector (the detector pixel sizemultiplied by half the number of pixel length an average
speckle occupies). Note that if the distance between the atoms becomes larger than the transversal coherence
length of the laser beam, speckles can not be resolved [61].

Fluctuations in the particle density have been implemented in the simulation bymodeling spherical sub-
clusters of point-scatterers with radiusRSub and distance between their center pointsDSub (figures 6(a) and (b)).
They lead tomodulations in the diffraction amplitude envelope, as indicated by red dashed lines infigures 6(a)
and (b). From theAiry pattern formula [62]

l
q

=R
1.22

2 sin
3Sub

min

·
· ( )

( )

the average fluctuation range is inversely correlated to the angle of the first orderminimum qmin of the scattering
envelopemodulation. As simulations emphasize, with increasing sub-cluster radius themodulationminimum
shifts towards smaller scattering angles (fromfigures 6(a) to (b)). Note that the speckle size is unaffected by the
densitymodulation (comparefigures 5 and 6).

Figure 5.Emergence of speckle patterns: central cuts throughmodeled cluster geometries of small (left half:R=100 nm) and large
(right half:R=250 nm)particles and corresponding SAXS simulations. For better visibility the pattern intensities are normalized to
their respectivemaximumvalue. Therefore absolute values for different simulations are not comparable in this depiction. (a)Adense
particle with smooth surface gives ring-patterns known fromMie theory. (b) For a dilute particle with rough surface the scattering
images contains speckles with constant intensity distribution.
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3.2.3. Cluster evolution determined from speckle analysis
The size of the cluster debris, at a nanosecond after IR irradiation, can be characterizedwith themeasured
speckle patterns by the dependencies stated above. Exemplifying we discuss pattern II and IV infigure 4(a). The
mean speckle size can be deducedwith several image analysismethods. Herewe performed the normalized
autocovariance of the speckle pattern [63]. Thewidth of its intensity profile at 1/e2 of themaximum intensity
provides a reasonablemeasurement of the averagewidth of a speckle [63]. In our experimental setupwith
wavelengthλ=13.6 nm and detector distance L= 61.6 mm, the average speckle in pattern II covers in length
8.06 pixels of the detector, related to amean speckle radius ofRSpeckle=0.28 mmdue to a detector pixel size of
p= 0.069 mm.This corresponds to a cluster radius of about 950 nm (see equation (2)). For pattern IV themean
speckle radius is 0.33 mm (9.61 pixel) analogous to amean cluster radius of about 800 nm.A change of slope in
the amplitude envelope is found at approximately 20°(see envelope II infigure 4(b)). This corresponds to about
25 nm range in density fluctuations, which ismimicked by sub-cluster radius in this simulation. For pattern IV it
is challenging to determine aminimumdue to the low schattering signal. However, a simulationwith

= R 52 30Sub ( ) nm seems tofit best.
The overall particle density determined by the atomic and sub-cluster distance, cannot be directly extracted

from themeasured pattern. This is because the important central part of the pattern up to 4° ismissing, due to
the detector center hole and stray light out of the beamline, as introduced in the experimental section and
encircled by a red ring infigures 7(a) and (b). For small scattering vector values, e.g. towards the central part, the
particle looks dense. For larger angles the scattering signal is sensitive to the distance of the scatterers. Therefore
the scattering angle of the transition between ring pattern and speckle structure is correlated to the density of the
cluster (figure 5(a)). This enables us to give a lower limit of the particle density in the cluster. Amodel cluster
with a distance of 50 nmbetween sub-sphere centers and 4 nmdistance between atomswithin the sub-spheres
fits a transition from ring to speckle pattern below 4° angle. For pattern IV amodel with =D 10 nmAtom and

=D 104 nmSub has been used.
Figure 7(b) shows a suitable simulationwith these values, of aRSphere=950 nmcluster, divided in sub-

spheres of in averageRSub=25 nm. Tomake themodelmore realistic, we included a distribution of density
modulation length. Therefore, the sub-cluster size has been distributed between 10 and 40 nm radius
(figure 7(c))which results in a less pronounced amplitudemodulation (figure 7(d)). Azimuthally integrated
intensity profiles reveal that the slope can be reproduced properly (figure 7(d)). Themethod of SAXS
simulations on clusters with internal density fluctuations shows that even though the complexity of the speckle
patternsmakes an exact particle characterization impossible, the characteristic length scales of the evolving
cluster can be extracted.

Figure 6.Emergence of intensitymodulation: central cuts throughmodeled cluster geometries of small (left half:R=100 nm) and
large (right half:R=250 nm) particles and corresponding SAXS simulations. Pattern intensities are normed to their respective
maximumvalue. (a) Internal densitymodulations result in amodulation of the amplitude envelope visible as ring-shaped
superstructure at high angle, indicated by red dashed circles. (b)With increasing range of densitymodulation the envelopeminima
shift to smaller angles. For the simulations in c and d the atomic distance is kept constant at 5 nm.
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4. Conclusion

Weexplored cluster evolution by snapshotting time-slices of laser induced disintegration in pump–probe
configuration, pushing to extreme time regimes from several pico- up to 1.5 ns. After initiation of the expansion
with an intense IR laser pulse, xenon clusters in the size range of several ten to hundred nanometers in radius
were imagedwith a soft-x-ray FEL pulse in single-shot single-particlemode.We identified two different kinds of
scattering patterns on different time scales: fringe patterns, where the scattering signal vanishes at high scattering
angles with increasing delay timewithin tens of picoseconds, as well as speckle patterns, which appear from500
picoseconds onwards.

We attribute these two types of patterns to different stages of the expansion:

• Following strong particle excitation and subsequent electron trapping in the deepening Coulomb potential a
quasi-neutral nanoplasma is formed. Its surface ions undergo hydrodynamic expansion due to the pressure of
the plasma electrons [38]. The expansion evolves on a picosecond timescale layer-wise from the outside
towards the cluster center. This surface softening ismirrored by a decrease in scattering signal at high
scattering angles (see also [29, 40]).

Figure 7. (a)Typical speckle diffraction pattern recorded 1.4 ns (II) and 0.5 ns (IV) after IR laser impingement. (b) Simulated pattern
calculated in scalar numerical small angle x-ray scattering approach from a =R 950 nmCluster dilute gas ball with internal density
fluctuations on a size range of = R 25 15Sub ( ) nmand a cluster with =R 800 nmCluster and = R 52 30Sub ( ) nm. (c)
Visualization of themodel clusters used to calculate (b). Atomic distances are set to =D 4 nmAtom and sub-cluster distances to

=D 50 nmSub , respectively =D 10 nmAtom and =D 104 nmSub . (d)Radial profiles ofmeasured and simulated data show the
elaborateness of input values. The intensity scale formeasured and simulated data varies due to the ambiguous linearity of the
scattering detector.
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• Meanwhile themajority of excited electrons recombines and consequently the expansion driven by plasma
electrons finally stops. The remaining neutral cluster core stays in the interaction region up to nanoseconds.
Its density decreases slowly and density fluctuations occur, leading to speckle patterns with intensity
modulations.

We show that simple image analysis of the recorded speckle patterns has the potential to determine the
overall size and internal density fluctuation range of the examined object. Our findings fromdynamic diffraction
imaging extend the picture of laser–matter interaction into the nanosecond time scale, wherewe identifed
structural signatures up to date not explored in homogeneous clusters.
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